SHOW US YOUR WORK OR INNOVATION AND BE PART OF THE FUTURE
We proudly announce the 7th IPS students’ conference which will be held on 20 and 21 May 2015 at the
JSI Main Hall. The attendance is free of charge. The main purpose of the Conference is to increase the
recognition of JSI/IPS and cooperating institutions’ scientific achievements and to establish contacts
between prospective students from the IPS and employers of development-oriented successful
enterprises.
In today’s harsh crisis conditions, which are dangerously restricting the development of science, we as
postgraduate students want to contribute to greater informing on scientific progress and direct integration
of research into economic development. This is the main focus of most national and EU calls for research
and development projects. Within these we will search for possibilities to integrate our research, while
also support creating employment opportunities for our masters and doctors of science.
On this conference you will present your research work with:
* short paper (5-9 pages of scientific text + 1 page of abstract in text, which can be understood by all
interested readers) in A5 format; the article should present a hypothesis and scientific methods,
techniques and achievements, briefly explaining the importance of development toward achieving greater
economic efficiency and/or higher quality of life and concisely present the essence of research in a
language comprehensible to all readers;
* poster in A1 format, which must include a scientific research overview, a brief assessment of potential
use, as well as a brief overview of the essence and importance of research to the widest possible
understanding.
The language can be English or Slovene. Additional information is available at the web site
http://ipssc.mps.si.
For further information and possible questions, please contact the IPS office or student representatives:
- for Nanosciences and Nanotechnologies programme: Andraž Rešetič and Aleksander Matavž
- for Ecotechnology programme: Ana Kroflič and Janja Vidmar
- for Information and Communication Technologies: Maja Somrak and Melisa Junuzović.
This year’s conference will be successful only with your contribution. We kindly invite you to accept the
challenge and prove that your research work can help build a bridge to a better future. Therefore, please
submit your contribution to the conference as soon as possible via web form found on our conference
internet site.
You should send your contribution as soon as possible, but not later than 31 March 2015.
To prevent possible inconveniences, we urge you to take greater care while reading the instructions for
paper preparation and submission in 'call for papers'.
We are looking forward to seeing you there.
Kind regards,
Conference Organizing Committee

